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Another fantastic week of learning. I am delighted to say that there has been an excellent 

engagement with TTRS this week and we have a few Rock Stars that need a special mention, 

Charlie Reynolds, Charlie Hall, Alfie Hall and Louie Cook. There has been a lot of wonderful 

activities and learning this week. 

 KS1 have completed their Land Ahoy Theme and this has included melting ice cubes to find 

treasure, painting waves and researching and writing about Whitby.  

KS2 have finished their Tremors Theme with a creative week exploring Ammonites, which 

has included baking fossil cookies, drawing and making ammonites and exploring 

sequences. There has been lots of other wonderful activities including den building, 

fantastic fun in the garden during the hot weather and completing week 3 of Couch to 5K!  

        

Fantastic sketching by Ruby who said she liked the stippling best. 

Ruby made an ammonite fossil and a live ammonite out of clay, when they are dry she plans on 

painting the animal and photographing them. 

      

Ruby did a brilliant fact sheet in her topic book on Ammonites 



 

          

Max made a very detailed ammonite. Max also made fossil cookies. 

 

 

Louie made a giant ammonite cookie 😋 

Alfie and Charlie made a salt dough fossil print. 

          

Alfie and Charlie have been busy den building. 



Ben has been very busy conducting a science experiment on dispensing drinks. He initially used a 

bottle, straw and balloon to create a single drinks dispenser but then developed it to be a triple 

dispenser. He even trialled ‘double bottle’ methods in between. 

 

    

Maddie found out more about boats and marinas and completed work on the RNLI. 

Maddie spent time recreating the story of Grace Darling using plasticine  

 



  

Charlie has done an amazing wave painting. 

          

Charlie used photos of a trip to Whitby before lockdown to help him write about Whitby.  

Charlie also carried out an experiment melting ice cubes to find treasure. Maggie helped him! 

 

 

Every time I look at the photos, you are sending I can see how much you are all growing and how 

grown up you all are looking. 

Have a wonderful half term and I look forward to continuing our learning after half term. 

Mrs Grundmann Mrs Allison. 


